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Month 12, Meeting 47 of our president—Frank “Waterboy” Vallejo---“You Can Mess With Him, But
Don’t Mess With His Water”
Bye, Bye to the Waterboy. Frank, you did well!

Roy sent me about a hundred photos of Frank’s
demotion, but he still gets no respect---Not one of
him. I guess the people clapping (except El Rey)
are happy he is leaving.

Best photo of the night, hands down to “Kansas City Tom” and
“Berkeley Ed.”
I’ve Been Everywhere (Hank Snow) Award
I was toting my pack along the long dusty Winnemucca
road
When along came a semi with a high canvas covered
load
If your goin' to Winnemucca, Mack with me you can
ride
And so I climbed into the cab and then I settled down
inside He asked me if I'd seen a road with so much dust
and sand
And I said, "Listen! I've traveled every road in this here
land!"
I’ll take honors this week after having returned
from South Bend. Going to make an Irishman out
of the Waterboy yet!

The Eagle Flies Award to Charles for completing his tour as Foundation President. Don’t know who is smiling
the most: Charles because he is done, or Dennis still counting his votes.
10 Spot:
1. Jill—cool $50 cause she went on vacation and brought
back no gift for the Waterboy—Frank did say he’d take
the $50
2. Kev--$10 for each decade of marriage.
3. George—son caught a trout
4. Anne-$20
5. Frank $10—grateful
6. Dr. Hawkins—heading to Seattle to carry Jill’s bags
7. Dennis—Thanks to Charles’ vision

PROGRAM: BART Director John McPartland
A great talk that not too many heard.
Great clarification on BART’s plans both for rehab now and future growth.
Equally heartwarming: Jill’s introduction!!

THOUGHTS WHILE DRIVING DOWN 580 ON A FRIDAY NIGHT:
…just visited Jim Evans today. Lost 100 pounds but looks great and is still ol’ Jim. Up and active. He
asked about all of us and wants to visit.
…Dark next week
…RYLA BarBQ this Thursday. Roy
would like you to go with him
Roy, being Roy, introducing it. Good
stuff

…I’m on vacation

Today’s Final Thought: Best line that I heard from a coach at Notre Dame: “Show me your friends and I’ll
show you your future.”
Kevin Drake
“When all is said and done; there is usually more said than done.”
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